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EVIN ERDOĞDU: Thank you, Glen. Good morning, good afternoon, and good evening, 

everyone. This is the At-Large IGF 2017 Organisational Committee call, 

on Thursday, 7th of December 2017, from 16:00 to 17:00 UTC. Today on 

the call with us we have Alan Greenberg, Leon Sanchez, Glenn 

McKnight, Tijani Ben Jemaa, Maureen Hilyard, Sarah Kiden, Anne Marie 

Joly, Satish Babu, Lianna Galstyan, and Tatiana Tropina. We have listed 

apologies from Judith Hellerstein - Oh, and also just joining us is 

Sebastien Bachollet, and Roberto Gaetano. We have listed apologies 

from Judith Hellerstein, and Olawale Bakare. On staff, we have with us 

Heidi Ullrich on the bridge, and myself,  Evin Erdoğdu - I’ll also be call 

manager. With that, I’d like to remind everyone to please state their 

name for the record, and also for transcription purposes. I’ll turn it over 

to you, Glen. Thanks so much. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you, everyone. Welcome to our final call. Heidi, I just want 

to confirm that you’re on Adigo? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Hi, Glen. Yes, I’m here. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, thanks so much. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: I’m just heading into the AC room shortly. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, so I think we’re all here. Olivier is here as well - welcome. Okay, so 

we’re going to move right ahead. As I was saying earlier before the 

welcome and roll-call, this is our final call, and the idea and purpose of 

this call is to share information so that if any of you are having any 

challenges, or any questions on the logistics, or why we’re there - this is 

the forum to talk about it. We’re roughly a week away from leaving, our 

departure, and we have a week while we’re there, so we’re going to 

move right ahead to any updates from ICANN, and if there’s any other 

events that are happening, from Heidi - I’ll turn it over to you. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Thank you very much, Glen. I just want to let everyone know that 

there’s now going to be the ICANN reception on Tuesday. I’m just going 

to look at the time, then I’ll get that for you in just a moment. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: It is by invitation only, and I will be sending out to all of the people that 

are on the wiki page, of course, who signed up for going. I think that we 

need to do one more call for anyone who’s going, so we can get those 

invitations to everyone who needs to have one. It is now going to be at 

the UN Palais, in the Serpentine cafe. It’s a nice coffee area, with a 

gorgeous view outside. I think it’s limited to 400 people, so that’s what I 

wanted to say about that. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Sorry, logistics again. Tuesday - what time again? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: This is Heidi. I’m going to let you know as soon as I open the email from 

the team. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. I think we have a question from Tijani. Go ahead, Tijani. 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Yes, thank you very much, Glen. Heidi, I think it was in the Serpent 

restaurant, or cafe? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yes, that’s right. The Serpentine, I think it’s called, yes. That’s in the 

Palais. 

 

TIJANI BAN JEMAA: I know. I know it very well. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. And Tatiana has just added to the chat-box - from 18:00 to 20:30, 

so. Again, we know the location, but again, it’s invitation only. Just a 

question to you - do we have to bring that invitation with us, or will they 

have a list and just check us off? 
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HEIDI ULLRICH: This is Heidi. They will have a list, but each invitation has a number as 

well, so, you know, if you do forget it, then they’ll still have the list 

there. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, great. Thank you so much. Is there any other ICANN events, 

receptions, press conferences, or anything that we should have on our 

agenda that is outside of our workshops, or, lightning talks, or anything 

like that. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yeah - this is Heidi - I know that (Yuran) and (Shareen) are speaking, but 

I believe it’s at the reception. What I would do is that if you have any 

questions, once you’re on the ground, please go see the staff that are 

going to be at the ICANN booth. They can either let you know, or let you 

know who to speak to, to get the information that you’d like. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. I’m just going to turn back to Tijani, because his hand is still up. Is 

that clarification for you, Tijani, or is that another question for Heidi? 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: No, it is not a question, it is a request. I’d like to see the final updated 

list of events concerning ICANN in general. It might be a reception, it 

might be a workshop, that one of the ICANN people is organising, etc. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. So, that’s an action item you’re requesting, correct? 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Yes. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. Heidi, I’m not sure who’s doing the minutes, so if we can itemise 

that. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: I can. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you very much. Okay. Tatiana, I have - in the chat here, she says 

she’s a bit confused. Did you want to speak up, Tatiana, directly to Heidi 

on this issue? Just waiting for her audio… Oh, she’s okay. Olivier, please? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks, Glen. Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. Tijani, when you say 

ICANN people, do you mean ICANN Board, ICANN staff, or ICANN 

volunteers? 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: I mean any ICANN person - community, board, staff. Any ICANN 

activities, any ICANN related activities. 
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OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Right, so - it’s Olivier speaking - that, actually, and the reason why I’m 

asking this, and I totally agree with you by the way, we asked for this, 

we mentioned this during the last call. I think it’s going to be very hard 

for us to be the sole people doing this, and I had asked Heidi whether 

there was any ICANN-wide thing going on, coordination going on on this, 

and then mentioned that maybe we should take the lead on this. So, 

who do we have to coordinate with in the other [UNKNOWN], RALOs, 

and… Ah, I think I’ve included everyone there. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: So, Heidi, are you going to respond to Olivier on that? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: I’m, again, this is a third-party meeting, so what we will do is we’ll be 

able to get you the ICANN information, and I’ll put that, you know, I’ll 

transfer that from an internal space, into the wiki page, but in terms of 

other related activities that other [UNKNOWN] are doing - that I 

wouldn’t have access to. If that’s what you’re asking. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. Is that satisfactory, Olivier? Any other comments? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: It’s Olivier speaking. I’d be suggesting a proper coordination of who’s 

going there, so I don’t know whether we can have a mailing list of all the 
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people who are going there, or a Skype chat, maybe start a Skype chat 

of everyone being there. So, you know, then we’ve got a better idea of 

all of the things that are going on, and we can use a distributed system 

to build that table, because having one person having to update that 

table with all the activities that are taking place, by the different 

community members, etc., is going to be really hard. 

Internally, there has to be something which lists all the activities of all of 

the board members, so I think as a starter, we should now that. We 

should have the ability to know what board member will be in what 

session. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yeah, this is Heidi. I can try to find that out. Again, there’ll be this 

internal coordination spot, so we’ll get that before you land. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, great. And Leon is on the call as well, but he doesn’t have audio, I 

believe. Okay, great, thank you. Alan, go ahead. 

 

ALAN GREENBERG: Hi, yes - I’d like a clarification from Olivier. Are you looking for any 

session that an ICANN person might be participating in, or sessions that 

are, essentially, being run by, or organised by, ICANN or parts of ICANN? 
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OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Yes, it’s Olivier speaking. [UNKNOWN] starter being run by an ICANN 

person, community or otherwise, but that’s just the starting point - 

being able to coordinate the whole thing between everyone would be 

better. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yeah, but if a given Board member got invited to a session, that’s not 

necessarily even known to other people. I think organised by ICANN, or 

parts of ICANN, is a reasonable ask, the other one is a little bit more. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: It’s Olivier speaking. There is actually a radical way to do this, which is to 

- and I’m not advocating it to happen - it would be to crawl through the 

web pages after every single session that we have, that are taking place 

at IGF, and cross-linking it with a database of ICANN participants, who 

will find who is there. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Olivier, you can do that in your abundant spare time. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: If I have 30 seconds, I’ll do it! 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Guys, it’s Glen here. This is an interesting discussion, but - Heidi, if you 

can do something with this, to make sure Olivier’s happy, that would be 

great. I want to move back to Olivier on the second topic - updates on 
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any other areas of collaboration. He did a fantastic job with an NCUC 

session a while ago, and I’m just wondering if there’s anything that’s 

afoot that you want to share with us, or any other collaboration, Olivier. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thank, Glen - Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. So far, now exact 

collaboration, apart from people appearing in panels of other 

communities, and each time, often being the case, you know, on an ad-

hoc basis, having known the people and participated in various 

processes in their respective topics. The collaborations might come a bit 

closer at the level of the booth, which we’ll touch on in a moment, due 

to the multiplicity of booths - there will be an NCUC booth, there’ll be an 

At-Large booth, there’ll be a EURALO involvement in a booth, there will 

be an ICANN booth. So, there are quite a few booths, and maybe we 

might wish to co-ordinate things through those, making sure that all of 

them have at least one person there. Some are next to each other, some 

are not. 

Apart from this collaboration on a wider scale, might come from putting 

things together like flash-talks, and I don’t know if  - I’m sorry, not flash-

talks, lightning-talks - and we’ll touch on these shortly as well. That’s all 

for the time being on collaboration. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you so much. We also have on the call Tatiana, and I was 

wondering if she would like to take a minute to talk to us about some of 

the stuff that they’re doing, to share with us so we can attend some of 
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the sessions - I know they have a booth. Tatiana, did you want to take 

the mic for a minute? 

 

TATIANA TROPINA: Yes, absolutely. So, NCUC has a workshop organised by NCUC, and I 

think it might be interesting for At-Large as well- [INTERFERENCE] and 

content regulations and private ordering at internet governance 

institutions, including ICANN. So, we don’t have (Betty) [UNKNOWN] on 

the panel, and we’ll have (Brian) [UNKNOWN], and so on, so you might 

want to participate in this discussion because [UNKNOWN] session. We 

also have a session organised by [UNKNOWN] jointly, and internet 

governance project from Georgia Tech, where we are going to discuss 

security and Internet of things. I know it’s a bit outside of ICANN and At-

Large [UNKNOWN] work, but concerning who are on the panel - we 

have Martin from the board, so it’s another- [INTERFERENCE] I know 

that Olivier was probably- Olivier has probably forgotten he mentioned 

the CCWG for the internet governance, CCWG scenario for the internet 

governance - can you head me well, actually? 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: You’re fine - I also hear a dog as well. 

 

TATIANA TROPINA: Yeah, I also hear a dog, so I was wondering whose microphone isn’t 

muted - because I don’t have a dog. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: [LAUGHTER] 

 

TATIANA TROPINA: [UNKNOWN] With all my travels, I can’t even have a plant. Olivier 

probably forgot to mention, or I missed it, that there is CCWG for 

internet governance organised session where we have different 

community members talking about ICANN, including NCUC and At-

Large, and I think this would be probably the best example of 

collaboration in creation and managing the sessions. In addition to that, 

I want everyone to mark their calendars on the 17th of December, on 

Sunday, at the Day Zero. In the big room two, there would be a session 

organised, put together by Jean-Jacques Sahel and Adam Peake on non-

commercial community at ICANN. Mostly about human rights 

defenders, and so on, and there would be different community 

members who would are deeply into the issues, but also who are 

observant from the outside. I think it might be interesting for At-Large 

as well. I don’t remember, I think that some of the speakers from that 

session are also At-Large members, so, you know, I think it’s hard to 

distinguish sometimes - for example, I’m a EURALO member, and a 

NCUC member. I’m happy to collaborate on the lightning-talks, because 

I think we did it ad-hoc like this with Olivier at several events. For 

example, at EuroDIG, youth school, lightning-talks for the youth, and so 

on, about NCUC and EURALO, we can do NCUC At-Large. So, despite the 

fact that I’m not at the NCUC executive committee anymore, I’m just a 

simple [UNKNOWN], but as an NCUC and EURALO member, wearing 

double hats, I’m always happy to cooperate, if that answers your 

question. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yeah - I’m sorry, it’s Glen again, for the record - thank you so much, and 

if you can just email us a summary of all the sessions, and I love the idea 

of a joint participation on lightning-talks. I’m going to turn to Tijani first, 

and then Olivier. Tijani? Tijani, I can’t hear you. Go ahead? Okay, give 

him one more second. Olivier? 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Can you hear me now? 

 

GLELN MCKNIGHT: Oh, yes we can. Go ahead. 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Okay, thank you very much. So, Glen, if you are speaking about 

cooperation in IGF, I cannot answer your question, but if you are 

speaking about cooperation in general, we had a very well example of 

cooperation in the last meeting in Abu Dhabi. That was a comments 

session with - we called it the comments session - NCUC, ALAC, about 

outreach, and Olivier was supposed to be our representative there, but I 

found myself almost alone. Olivier came late, and left early because he 

had another session, and we spent all the time in this meeting, and I 

think it was very good because we spoke almost one and then the other, 

a lot of questions. I sensed how the NCUC people think about that, and I 

tried to give the right answers, so. It was a very good session, and we 

may, I have in my head, every time we will have outreach in ICANN, I will 
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try to involve NCUC people, so it will be better, and it will perhaps have 

better synergy. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you, Tijani. That’s excellent, and I love the spirit of the 

collaboration in your example. Thank you. Olivier, over to you. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks very much, Glen. Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. Tatiana 

mentioned something Jean-Jacques Sahel and Adam Peake wanted to 

put together - the non-commercial meeting on Sunday. There is also a 

joint civil society meeting taking place on the Saturday - which I believe 

is Day -1 - that takes place at the Diplo Foundation, it’s an open meeting 

for anybody that sees themselves as being civil society, I certainly think I 

have registered for it, just as an individual. So, if anyone is there early, 

that’s another one to go to and network in. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you. And that’s another example of collaboration beyond 

our small community. Okay, Tijani, is there an additional comment 

before we move onto logistics? Tijani? 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Yes, it’s about this event of [UNKNOWN] in Diplo - it will be in the 

headquarters of Diplo in Geneva, and it is far from the Palais de Nation, 

and it is not so large to include all people, all interested people, so it is 
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good to register there, and I hope we’ll have places and chairs to sit on, 

or at least a space to be there. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you. We’re going to move onto the logistics, and remember 

the last time there was a topic we talked about - if anybody had any 

concerns or issues on their travel, or their hotel, whatever, so, if there’s 

anything that you want to speak up on and just let Heidi know that 

there’s any concerns you have, or you haven’t been dealt with rapidly 

enough, so. This is your chance to speak up, so - Sarah, I take it you’re 

on Adigo, and you’re okay as well. So, anyone? This is just strictly on 

logistics or yourself. Alan, do you have something on that? 

 

ALAN GREENBERG: Yes, I wanted to point out it would be really useful if we could have a 

consolidated list of when and what flights people are arriving on and 

departing on, to share cabs, or whatever. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you, Alan, that’s an excellent point. So, as an action item, can we 

please start that, and we’ll start- everybody is obligated to fill that in. I 

know we’ve had some issues with blow-back on our recent GA, where 

some people were offended that they shared that information, but you 

know what, it’s your choice to fill it out from a privacy point of view, so. 

Please do that, and as Alan says, if we can share a cab, all the best. 

Sebastien, go ahead. 
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SEBASTIEN BACHOLLET: [UNKNOWN] 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Sorry, we do not hear you, Sebastien. Go ahead. No, we can’t hear him. 

Olivier, is that an old hand, or is that an additional comment on 

logistics? No? I guess it’s an old hand. Okay, so, as I stated - if you have 

any concerns, please contact staff. 

Item number five - I don’t think we have [UNKNOWN] on the call, but 

Heidi? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yeah. We don’t have [UNKNOWN] or Andrew White, from security 

[UNKNOWN] meeting staff, however Andrew sends his apologies, and 

has sent some information about security, and I’m also going to let you 

know a little bit what I’m hearing internally about transportation, so. 

This is again from Andrew White [UNKNOWN] security, with reference 

to UN security when entering the UN Palais. This information is provided 

with the IGF registration, and what is needed at entry. I would suggest it 

is always good to have an official form of identification on one at all 

times, such as one’s passport or similar. He says that overall, the 

security at Geneva is seen as very safe, and he does not have any major 

issues at this point. 

In terms of transportation, I’m aware that there is, upon arrival at the 

airport, you can get a little transportation passport, or some sort of 

document, I believe - perhaps someone knows the details of that - that 

allows you some sort of free transport on public transportation. Now, I 
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don’t know if there is one going directly to the Intercontinental, but I 

have heard that there is. I know some of you are staying at 

[UNKNOWN], at the train station area, and that’s just a straight shot, 

straight down from the airport, so that’ll be easy to get to, then you can 

take another street car, a tram, up to the Palais for that. ICANN is 

arranging some vans, but I believe that’s more for board members, etc., 

but they have said if you see one leaving - and I don’t know how they’re 

going to be marked - but if you happen to see board members and 

senior ICANN staff getting into one, and there is space available, you’re 

free to ride with them back to the Intercontinental. Again, that’s just 

going from the Palais to the Intercontinental. 

In terms of weather - I don’t know if you’ve been taking a look at the 

weather - it’s been snowing in Geneva, so I, again, the weather is not at 

freezing level yet, so I don’t know if it’s going to stick, but I would 

certainly plan for snowy conditions in two weeks. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great. I think Olivier has something to add to that, Heidi. 

 

SEBASTIEN BACHOLLET: Can you hear me now? It’s Sebastien speaking. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Sebastien, go ahead. 
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SEBASTIEN BACHOLLET: Yeah, I will try to do that gently, but - can you split the call, because all 

you are talking now about people supported by ICANN. Maybe you can 

finish, what was it, general for everybody participating for the IGF, 

including people like me, who are not supported by ICANN, because I 

don’t take the bus, or whatever, and if not, maybe you can close the call 

for everyone outside of the ICANN support. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you. Olivier? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks very much, Glen - Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. For those 

people that live in the centre of Geneva, that will be living in the centre - 

the fastest way is to get the train, the way to get the free tickets, which 

last one hour, for all of Geneva public transport, is when you get out the 

passports, you get out to pick up your luggage - you know, the luggage 

delivery hall - there are two machines, one on each side of the exit, 

where you just need to press a button, and you’ll get a free ticket that 

will come out of the machine, and will allow you to travel around the 

Geneva transport system for an hour, as I mentioned earlier. So, don’t 

miss that. That includes the trains, that includes the buses, that includes 

the trams, and it should be able to get you there. 

The fastest way to get to the centre is the train. Six minutes from start 

to end - very quick, you barely have time to sit, and you’re there. Fastest 

way to get to the Intercontinental is to take a bus that goes directly from 

the airport, across to the other side, across to the Intercontinental. I 
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believe the bus is bus number five, I think, for that. Yeah, number five, 

and that’s the bus that goes over to Nation. 

So, that’s the overall thing - there’s a stop at the Intercontinental, 

especially for the- 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Perfect. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: That’s all really it about that. Taxi’s you can get, they are very expensive. 

ICAN buses you can get, but my experience with ICANN buses is when 

there are Board members around, is that they often have to wait for the 

one missing Board member, and you think, once you’re in there waiting, 

I might have taken another alternative form of transport, it’s probably 

going to be faster. That’s all. Thanks. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you. I know Alan’s running off to another meeting, so I want to 

give a chance to Alan. Go ahead, Alan. 

 

ALAN GREENBERG: Thank you. Just a comment in respect to what Sebastien said - I’ve been 

at IGF meetings both as a supported traveller, and on my own, and I’ve 

never had a problem with ICANN, you know, treating someone who’s 

self-funded differently, and not allowing you on a bus, or ICANN 

services. Thank you. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, thanks, Alan. I know you’re off, and I think Maureen is off too, and 

I just want to give the opportunity - Maureen, is there anything you 

want to jump in on, Maureen, before you go? I don’t hear her. Okay. 

Olivier, is that an old hand? Just on security and transportation, any final 

comments before we move on? 

Okay, Susie, you’re up. So, this is the big part, where Susie, staff, is going 

to talk about the logistics of materials, and delivery dates, and all that 

stuff. Go ahead, Susie. 

 

SUSIE JOHNSON: Thank you, Glen. It’s Susie Johnson. So, yesterday the large banner was 

shipped to the Geneva office. The lapel pins and the adaptor will be 

shipped to Glen’s house, and if there are any charges, we will be happy 

to reimburse them. He will take the stuff, the promotional items, to the 

place. Glen has also informed us that it’s going to be difficult for ICANN 

staff to deliver the two banners to the venue, so, we will have 

[UNKNOWN] meet him at the hotel. I think that’s it, Glen. Anything else, 

Glen? 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Just - thank you, Susie - just a couple of direct questions. The power 

adaptors - have they been arranged to be delivered to me, or are they 

still going to your location, then on to Geneva? Just to clarify that. 
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SUSIE JOHNSON: No, they will be directly shipped to your home, which you will then carry 

them over to Geneva. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, great. Thank you. So, in terms of the set-up - they’ve assigned 

special times, and you had to sign-up. [UNKNOWN], you’re not on, 

NCUC hasn’t responded to that email from [UNKNOWN], you need to do 

that, because they are very strict on the set-up on Sunday, so that you 

can bring your stuff. As Susie was mentioning, it’s not allowing a lot of 

people into the booth area - there’s only allowed one person in, and I’ll 

arrive there at 1:30, so if I can have my stuff, so I have to go in and out, 

bring the stuff, whatever I can, into the location, so. I’m hoping to have 

a cab from the airport and take all the stuff over, then lug it all in. I’m 

obviously not going to leave special stuff. 

That’s the story on the literature, and the brochures, and the give-aways 

- I’m just wondering Olivier, do you have any updates on the literature 

racks? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: That’s a good question, Glen. Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. I haven’t- 

I’ve been in a bit of a problem this week, sorry, having travelled - I’m in 

the UK now. I was trying to find those literature racks to be shipped to 

Switzerland, and they are a lot more expensive in the UK than 

elsewhere, so. The alternative is to buy them in euros somewhere else 

and get them shipped out, so, they’re quite straight forward racks, 

different weights, and so on, so I’m on the case. The other problem 

being that I couldn’t have them, basically, I couldn’t purchase them now 
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and have them delivered in the UK, because that would mean I would 

then have to travel with them by plane to Switzerland, and that would 

have an influence on the cost of excess luggage and things. So, the aim 

is to get them shipped directly to Switzerland, whether directly to the 

hotel or whether directly to my address in Switzerland, and then I’ll take 

them by train from Basel to Geneva is something I haven’t chosen yet, 

and I’m open to suggestions on this. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. Well, we’ll leave it in your capable hands, Olivier, to work out the 

logistics on the racks, so. I think Heidi had a comment or a question? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yes, yes. This is Heidi - thank you, Glen. On the brochures, the last I’ve 

heard from Dierdre - who is the person handling the brochures in 

Geneva - was that she was actually planning now to deliver them 

directly to the Palais, and she would need some volunteers, but now, 

Glen, that I’ve heard that you have arranged with her to drop off the 

pop-up to the hotel, I wonder if we should let her know that she should 

do the same with the brochures, and that you do that. Maybe you can 

get some volunteers directly who are staying at the Intercontinental. Is 

that what you’d like to do? 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yeah, that’ll be fine. 
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HEIDI ULLRICH: Okay. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: I’ll bring everything with me via cab to make [UNKNOWN], so. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Well, then I’ll write a note to Dierdre, and she’ll see to you so we can 

arrange that, and we’ll get some volunteers to help bring those 

brochures over. Again, it might be useful just to bring a few for each 

day, and then leave the rest either at the front desk or in your room. 

Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yeah, that’s correct. Thank you. Okay, so, that’s most of the items now 

until lightning-talks. Now, I did communicate back-and-forth with 

Miguel Estrada on the lightning-talks - in the last meeting I gave, I gave 

erroneous information, but his last email to me was an update. He was 

saying that the lightning-talks are designed to provide an opportunity 

for people whose papers or workshops were rejected. That’s the first 

group. So, he said that those spots, if any of us were rejected - I know 

one of the one we did for outreach and engagement was not accepted, 

so I had to go back and talk to Miguel about that one - but if there’s any 

other sessions that anybody in the community has had submitted that 

got rejected, I’ll send you his information, and you can get on that list. 

He also says that there’s a stand-by list that he’s accumulating, so. And 

the third option, if none of those are satisfied - he has something called, 

like, a [UNKNOWN], or a non-conference board, which they have set up 
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and you can jot your name down, and this is a perfect example of that 

collaboration community with NCUC, and ALAC, and At-Large to do a 50 

minute slot. You may not have a large audience, but it’s not a bad idea. 

Just keep that in mind. Again, I’ll send everybody the contact for 

Miguel Estrada - he’s the person responsible for lightning-talks, the 

waiting list, and the un-conference. He can answer your questions. 

Heidi, is that a question on that? 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: No, it’s another point, thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, then just one second, Heidi. Anybody have any questions on 

lightning-talks? I know Olivier mentioned it earlier. Okay, no? Back to 

you, Heidi. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yeah, sorry - I just thought that if there are any leftover brochures, 

please could the RALO Chairs, or the leads, or anyone else who would 

like them, please take them back with you for future outreach activities, 

otherwise, my concern is that they might be dumped, and we don’t 

really want to do that, so. Glen, maybe you can coordinate that? Also, 

Glen, I know earlier we had talked about having a bowl with chocolates 

available to help bring people in, and I just want to know - are you doing 

that, or did we agree who was going to be doing that? 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yeah, I think Olivier just jumped in on that. I think the word ‘chocolate’ 

got him interested, so. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Yeah, thanks, Glen - Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. It was actually a 

[UNKNOWN] - I was going to speak about the brochures, but on the 

chocolate side, I can certainly go out there and get some, you know, find 

out some good Swiss chocolates. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great. So, I guess the question back to you, Olivier - you’ll pick that up, 

then? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Yep, I can certainly pick them up. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay. Great, thank you. As you know- [INTERRUPTED] 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: But on the brochures- 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: - last time in Guadalajara, somebody was serving coffee - I guess the 

University of Pennsylvania, they’re not allowing that sort of stuff this 

time. So, if you have to have your caffeine quest, you’ll have to use the 
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cafe. Nobody will have that kind of service at the booth. They’re 

clamping down on a lot of that stuff, so. 

I’m not sure - remember these booths are really tiny, and I just wanted 

to full circle back, and one other item that’s not on the list, but it’s 

something that was discussed, and I’m talking to Olivier again - Olivier, 

can you circle back on the issue of the television or screen that we were 

discussing, and the reason why we rejected that idea? Go ahead. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Yeah, thanks very much, Glen. Firstly, on the brochures, I was going to 

ask Heidi [UNKNOWN] the Geneva office take some of those, because 

it’s not the first time that we’re attending Geneva, and so- [TECHNICAL 

INTERFERENCE] 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Olivier, you’re breaking up, but I did get the gist of what you were 

saying. We, of course, could do that, but I think if there are only a couple 

of handfuls that you could easily take back, let’s just coordinate once on 

the ground. Again, in my note to Dierdre and [UNKNOWN] I will let them 

know about that option as well. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Let’s just do a sound check, back to Olivier. Olivier, can you… 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Testing, 1, 2, 3. Does it work? When you test it, it always works. 

https://www.icann.org/profiles/dierdre-sidjanski
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: [LAUGHTER] Is there anything else on the television that you want to 

mention? 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: On the television side of things, we had enquired with a company to 

rent a screen. It didn’t come up to too much money, although it would 

have eaten a little bit into our budget, and we would have had to go for 

less pins, and less power adaptors, but we decided against it for a 

couple of reasons. First one being the complete hassle with obtaining 

authorisations for the device to be delivered, and then picked up - 

because it has to be delivered on Day Zero, and it has to be picked up at 

some specific time as well, you can’t just walk in and out of the place. 

Secondly, the security matter came into it. The different booths are 

unsecured, and it wasn’t quite clear how a screen would be secure 

there. I know it’s the United Nations campus, but they specifically said 

that any item left in the booth is left at the owner’s, or the person’s, 

sole responsibility. Not very encouraging. So, we decided to use the 

money instead on other things than a screen. 

Now, other booths, such as the Internet Society, have put a screen 

there. They have very kindly shared the details of the company that they 

are using to rent the booth from - not the booth, sorry, the screen from 

- but I understand that the cost would have been higher even than the 

cost we had received. Thanks. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, thank you. Alright, that’s the status, and Heidi has just typed in 

the chat box that Waudo brought a laptop at the booth. As long as the 

laptop’s cabled, so that it doesn’t walk away, but that is a very, very 

small table, but if we have the racks, the laptop is a viable idea. We’ll 

have to follow back up on that with you, Heidi, seeing as I think there’s a 

number of great slideshows we can be running, and if we have internet 

access, which is another thing we have to look at - let me follow back up 

with that as an action item. Sebastien, your hand was up? 

 

SEBASTIEN BACHOLLET: Yes, thank you Glen. Sebastien Bachollet speaking. I have [UNKNOWN] 

with Olivier, and I was wanting to take with me a very small (beamer), or 

video projector. That might be a better solution in addition to a laptop. 

The laptop will be a small screen, a beamer can be a larger screen, if 

there’s a wall where we can project it. But, if it’s not needed, I will not 

bring it. Just tell me. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you for the kind offer, Sebastien. Let’s follow-up on that, and I 

think Olivier’s got a response. Go ahead, Olivier. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks, Glen. Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. Yes, it’s a good idea to 

have a small projector, it’s a good idea to have a laptop, but we cannot, 

absolutely, leave it at the table overnight. It’s a huge campus, it seems 

to be super secure, but then it’s only as secure as the people who are in 

there, and because it’s so huge, I certainly wouldn’t leave it in a public 
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area - because the places where the booths are is a public area - I 

wouldn’t leave the public area with a laptop and with a small projector. 

Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Tijani, go ahead. 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Thank you very much, Glen. Tijani speaking. Sebastien, I’m afraid there 

is not space to make the projection, because you need a minimum space 

between the screen and the projector, so, I’m afraid it will not work, 

since the booth is very, very tight, and you cannot put the projector out 

of the booth and the screen inside the booth, for example. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Alright, anybody else? Comments on Sebastien’s suggestion? Okay, 

anyone else on Adigo? Okay. Sebastien, it looks like those who are vocal 

are thank you very much for you offer, but it looks like they will pass on 

it for this time, but again, thank you again for the kind offer. 

I want to turn to the changes on the workshop, the attendees - so, the 

workshops and the panellists. I want to turn to Satish to talk about his 

session, because I know he’s had to do some updates. Satish, are you 

there? I cannot hear you- Oh, go ahead, Satish. 
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SATISH BABU: Sorry, Glen - can I take this question a little later? I’ve difficulty staying 

connected. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, fair enough. I can give a quick update. A number of people didn’t, 

for one reason or another, are not going to be attending the session on 

[UNKNOWN] that was organised, so, what we’ve done, Satish and I, 

have very quickly through the DC-3 forum, we found three excellent 

people, and one of the additional participants is Olivier - he’s kind 

enough to volunteer as a panellist as well, like we did last year, so. 

Please make sure that what we did is we arranged calls with each of the 

participants, asking them on how we’re going to approach the panels, 

and only then we found a number of people, you know, ‘we’re not 

coming’. So, I think Satish is now back online - go ahead, Satish. 

 

SATISH BABU: Thank you, Glen, for that. Yeah, you’re absolutely right - Olivier has very 

kindly agreed, and we also have Maureen, who’s agreed to be our 

remote moderator, and we also have lined up a couple of speakers who 

will be speaking from there own locations remotely. I think we are back 

to the full strength that we had in mind when we conceived of these 

workshops. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Excellent. Thank you, Satish - I’m looking forward to it. Tijani, go ahead. 
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TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Thank you very much, Glen. This is an update about a new session, 

where I would be speaking. I have been invited by the UNESCO for their 

open forum to speak, and, so it will be on Day Four, 21st of December, 

from 9 to 10, room 11e. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Thank you, Tijani. Anyone else want to speak out? I know Sandra’s on 

the line, and I know she’s done a fantastic- she has her own booth for 

the events she does with EuroDIG, the European School of Internet 

Governance, and I’m just wondering if she has anything to say about the 

events she’s doing, or any of the workshops she’s doing. She’s been 

quite quiet, so, Sandra, I’m calling you out if you have a chance to 

speak? No, I’m not hearing her. Okay. Anyone else want to speak on 

their workshops? Any changes, any updates that they want to share 

with everybody? 

 

SARAH KIDEN: [UNKNOWN] Sarah. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Oh, Sarah. Go ahead. 

 

SARAH KIDEN: So, I just want to specifically that I came here because [UNKNOWN] on 

the page that we are using to put our sessions, because that’s 

[UNKNOWN] adding to my calendar [UNKNOWN]. 
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GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you, Sarah. You made a really good point there, Sarah - it’s 

Glen - that we should be, you know, using out networks to promote the 

stuff we’re doing. I had an ISOC/IGF planning call this morning, and I 

made sure everybody - the staff, the Board of Directors that are going 

there from ISOC - do realise that we’ve got a booth, and everything 

we’re doing, so. We should be using our networks to promote what 

we’re doing there, so. That’s great. Satish, you’re first, then Lianna. Go 

ahead. 

 

SATISH BABU: Thank you. Satish here. I would just like to report on one aspect that 

aspect that happened to one of our colleagues about a visa. Most of us 

had no problems with the visa, but one [UNKNOWN], who is a member, 

and [UNKNOWN] fellow to the IGF, he had his visa issued only from the 

17th. Unfortunately, we have a significant meeting on that date, so he 

would not be able to make it, because he’s landing a day late. He was 

telling us how it was very strict, and his visa was first rejected, then they 

gave him just enough time to be there on Day One, but not Day Zero. 

Just reporting this [UNKNOWN] other people. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you for sharing that, Satish. I’m going to turn to Lianna. 

Please, go ahead. 
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LIANNA GALSTYAN:  Thank you, Glen. This is Lianna speaking. Just an update of the sessions 

I’m involved in as Armenian IGF. You know this year the IGF Secretariat 

started collaboration with national and regional IGF, and I’m involved in 

two of them. One of the topics is about digital currency, and the block 

chain technology, and I’m an organiser, and Satish will be one of the 

speakers there. The other session is about IDN, they’ve already told that 

in the chat, and one of the ICANN Board members will be a speaker 

there, and I am there as [UNKNOW] European IGF [UNKNOWN]. I would 

invite everyone who’s interested in these topics to come and support 

and be a part of that discussion. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Okay, thank you. Anyone else have any update on their workshop and 

how they’re promoting their sessions to share with everyone? This is 

your opportunity. If you’ve created a mail-card, or a special invite in 

emails, or you want to share any techniques that you’ve done to get 

word out, that’d be great. Okay, anyone else on Adigo? No. Okay, 

Olivier, go ahead. 

 

LEON SANCHEZ: Glen, it’s Leon. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Oh, Leon, go ahead.  
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LEON SANCHEZ: I will be moderating a panel on public policy and IPv6 deployment, and 

that it’s going to be - let me see, because I don’t have it handy - It’s 

going to be on Wednesday the 20th, in room 24e, and that’s going to be, 

I believe, at 9am. So, if anyone wants to show up there, it’ll be great to 

see you there. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you. For you folks - Leon and I, in the last I don’t know how 

many times we’ve done it, maybe three or four times, we did it in 

English and Spanish, just a summary of what he was doing with the 

CCWG, so I’m going to do the same thing for anybody who wants to do a 

short synopsis of your session, or what your takeaway is for your 

community. We’ll be introducing the short video clips into our EURALO 

newsletter, so please let me know, I’m available with the video 

equipment to help you out. Okay, I’m going to turn to Olivier, then 

Satish. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks Glen. Olivier Crépin-Leblond speaking. Now, I was going to speak 

about the dynamic coalitions. Each of the coalitions - its ongoing work - 

each of the coalitions have their own meeting, but they also have a 

larger public meeting for everyone to attend. There’s one on 

Wednesday the 20th of December - I believe it starts at 10am, from 

10:00 to 11:30. Tatiana Tropina is the wonderful moderator for that 

session, and each one of the dynamic coalitions will present its work, 

and be engaging in some, shall we say, robust discussions. Knowing 

Tatiana, she’s going to grill most of the people on the stage. But, why 
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am I saying this? Because this is ongoing IGF work, and I just wonder, as 

we are all from the At-Large community that does ongoing work, 

whether we should have more people from our community involved in 

these dynamic coalitions. I’ve seen very little involvement from people 

in our community in that, and I’ve seen some of the work in the dynamic 

coalitions touching - maybe not directly, but indirectly - on the main 

names and the ICANN [UNKNOWN], and it’s strange to not have people 

from our community in that as well. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great. Thank you so much. Satish? 

 

SATISH BABU: Thank you, Glen. Satish, for the record. On the topic of dynamic 

coalitions, I think it’s interesting to note that Sandra is going to launch a 

new one on the Internet Governance School, which I’ll also be 

partnering. It also happens that I’m part of a couple of others - three 

other dynamic coalitions, but, I’d like to remind everybody that the 

APRALO official session is on Monday at 10:40 - this is the economy of 

the- data is the new oil. That’s the title of the session. Everyone’s 

welcome, especially people from the Middle East and North Africa - I 

think Tijani and some of our friends are going to be there as well, so, 

everyone’s welcome to that. Thank you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you so much. This is great. I just want to circle back - just 

one second, Sandra, I’ll get right back to you - I just want to mention 
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about the booth. There’s no booth on Sunday, so I’ve removed all the 

names for the Sunday, but there is a few gaps that are available, two or 

three slots, so those who I’ve removed, [UNKNOWN] not on the call, but 

there’s a few that we can, if you can go back into the booth space on the 

page and add your name in, that would be great. Thank you. 

Sandra is first, and then Olivier. 

 

SANDRA HOFERICHTER: Hello everyone, and thank you, Glen. Can you hear me? 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Yes we can, go ahead. 

 

SANDRA HOFERICHTER: Wonderful [UNKNOWN] I just wanted to mention thank you for 

mentioning dynamic coalition [UNKNOWN] dynamic coalition on the 

school of internet governance [UNKNOWN] is welcome to attend 

[UNKNOWN]. And then another workshop I’d like to draw your 

attention to is what EuroDIG is facilitating. This is a session on critical 

infrastructure, respective of the (CNRI) of Europe, mainly. [UNKNOWN] 

is moderating this one, and there are a couple of (CNRIs) from Eastern, 

from across Europe, [UNKNOWN] between East and West, will deliver 

their national prospectus, and this is on Monday, 9 o’clock. Easy to 

remember, and also the dynamic coalition is also Sunday, 9 o’clock, so, 

the morning sessions are ours, and I hope to see you there. The EuroDIG 

booth is just opposite the At-Large booth, so we are in a good 
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neighbourhood, I guess, and we have chocolate hearts, so come along 

and get some chocolate hearts. 

I have to say goodbye now, because I have to leave for another call. Bye. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you Sandra. That’s quite informative. Olivier, your 

comment, and then I’m going to give the final minute or two to Heidi as 

well, so. Please go ahead, Olivier. 

 

OLIVIER CRÉPIN-LEBLOND: Thanks Glen, Olivier speaking. Wonderful, quality British communication 

at this point in time prevents me from putting my hand down in the 

Adobe Connect. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: [LAUGHTER] Okay, alright. Thank you for all the comments and 

suggestions today. I want to turn to Heidi, and I think what you see here 

is all the- this is part of our community, that’s involved with IGF, and 

how extensive we’re going to have a footprint, so. Back to you, Heidi, for 

any comments. 

 

HEIDI ULLRICH: Yeah, thank you. I just wanted to say well done, everyone. I think, you 

know, you’ve done a fantastic job in organising this, and if we could 

promote that, and make sure everyone - and particularly Board 

members, and there’ll be plenty of them there, about 14 or 15 of them 
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there - see how active you are there, and I think given the fiscal year ‘19 

additional budget request process has now started, and they’ll be 

making the final decision on whether some of these requests are 

approved, I think it’ll be very useful for them to see that.  

Again, please everyone - this is a last call to add your names to the list of 

people going. We’ll be sending that list to the Geneva office for 

invitations, and actually, I’ll be sending those invitations out to people 

on the list. Also, all the panels - please add your panel, and the time, and 

the location to that main At-Large wiki space. Any of you who are being 

supported, or even if you’re not being supported, if you have questions 

about transport, let us know - we can help that, we can help you on 

that, but as someone said, you know, you have a great network here, 

and a lot of people know Geneva very, very well, so just ask if you have 

any questions on that. Thank you very much. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: And the final comment’s going to Tijani. Go ahead, Tijani. 

 

TIJANI BEN JEMAA: Thank you very much, Glen. Tijani speaking. I would like to continue on 

what Heidi just said about the wiki page where we have a table with our 

events - this table is not up to date, I hope that an email will be 

circulated to all people who we know they will be in Geneva, and ask 

them to please complete this table. Second point for this table - there is 

only one field to include the event. Several of us have several events, so 

we may have more columns for events, it would be good. With this 

table, perhaps we would be able to draft the list that I asked for, the list 
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where we have all the events run and initiated by ICANN people. Thank 

you. 

 

GLEN MCKNIGHT: Great, thank you. I think that wraps it up. I think we have things in hand. 

I arrive on the 16th, and I’ll be, hopefully, getting over to Diplo for part of 

that, but, I’ll be meeting up with staff on the 17th to get shipped all that 

stuff across, and we look forward to all of you that are attending, 

sponsored or un-sponsored, whatever [UNKNOWN], and thanks again 

for the call today. I will ask us to conclude, and bye for now. I’ll see you 

in Geneva. Thank you again. Bye bye 

 

MULTIPLE SPEAKERS: [THANK YOUS AND FAREWELLS] 

 

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPTION] 


